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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Green Apple Books is a 49-year-old independent bookstore and literary destination in the Richmond District.
Located on Clement Street between 6th and 7th avenues, the business offers a large selection of new and used
books, magazines, and music, and is considered a regional leader among bookstores. An anchor of the
commercial corridor that has formed along Clement Street in the Richmond, Green Apple Books is also known for
its note-worthy business practices. Its workers are unionized and it provides an example of successful succession
planning, as three of its longtime employees have taken ownership of the business in recent years.
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in SF for 30 or more years, with no break in SF operations
exceeding two years?
Yes, the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San Francisco operations
exceeding two years:
506 Clement Street from 1967-Present (49 years)
1231 9th Avenue from 2014-Present (2 years)
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
Yes, the applicant has contributed to the Richmond District neighborhood’s history and identity.
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended the applicant as qualifying, noting the following ways the
applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or community:


The business is associated with the tradition of bookselling.
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The business has contributed to the Richmond community’s history and identity by serving as a long-standing
neighborhood bookstore and literary destination for San Franciscans and visitors.



The business has been cited in the following publications:
 Hoodline, 3/27/2016, “A Conversation With Pete Mulvihill of Green Apple Books”
 The New York Times, 10/28/2015, “36 Hours in San Francisco,” by Bonnie Tsui
 San Francisco Chronicle, 3/6/2016, “Green Apple Books”
 The New York Times, Sunset Magazine, 05/2015, “Travel Insider Tips: Green Apple Books”
 SF Gate, 4/15/2014, “Le Video survives thanks to partnership with Green Apple Books,” by Joe Garofoli
 Publishers Weekly, 3/28/2014, “Green Apple Named PW Bookstore of the Year,” by Judith Rosen
 San Francisco Heritage, 09/2014, “Sustaining San Francisco’s Living History: Strategies for Conserving
Cultural Heritage Assets”
 The Wall Street Journal, 1/9/2013, “Bookstore Finds Novel Ways to Succeed as an Independent,” by
Shira Ovide

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define the
business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
Yes, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define the
business.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
The Historic Preservation Commission recommends that Green Apple Books qualifies for the Legacy Business
Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends safeguarding of the below listed
physical features and traditions.
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
 Wooden bookcases, nooks and alcoves, shelf-talkers, mask collection, original gas light fixtures, and
handmade signs in the interior of 506 Clement Street
 Vibrant selection of new and used books
 “Green Apple Books” neon sign (installed in 1983) located on primary façade of 506 Clement Street
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the San Francisco Small Business Commission include Green Apple Books currently
located at 506 Clement Street and 1231 9th Avenue in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under
Administrative Code Section 2A.242.

Richard Kurylo, Manager
Legacy Business Program

SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE CENTER / SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 110, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681
Small Business Assistance Center (415) 554-6134 / Small Business Commission (415) 554-6481
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Small Business Commission
Draft Resolution
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ADOPTING FINDINGS APPROVING THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY APPLICATION FOR GREEN
APPLE BOOKS, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 506 CLEMENT STREET AND 1231 9 TH AVENUE.
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business maintains a
registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, communityserving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing educational and
promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; or
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less than 30 years,
with no break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years, and the Small Business Commission finds that
the business has significantly contributed to the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and,
if not included in the Registry, the business would face a significant risk of displacement; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define the
business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on October 3, 2016, the San Francisco Small Business
Commission reviewed documents and correspondence, and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry application; therefore
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BE IT RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission hereby includes Green Apple Books in the Legacy
Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code Section 2A.242.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission recommends safeguarding the below listed
physical features and traditions at Green Apple Books:
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
 Wooden bookcases, nooks and alcoves, shelf-talkers, mask collection, original gas light fixtures, and
handmade signs in the interior of 506 Clement Street.
 Vibrant selection of new and used books.
 “Green Apple Books” neon sign (installed in 1983) located on primary façade of 506 Clement Street.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Small Business Commission on
October 3, 2016.

_________________________
Regina Dick-Endrizzi
Director

RESOLUTION NO. _________________________
Ayes –
Nays –
Abstained –
Absent –

SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE CENTER / SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
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Small Business Assistance Center (415) 554-6134 / Small Business Commission (415) 554-6481
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Application Review
Sheet
LBR-2015-16-022
Green Apple Books
506 Clement Street
District 1
Pete Mulvihill, Co-Owner, CEO
March 22, 2016
Supervisor Eric Mar

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in
San Francisco operations exceeding two years?
X
Yes
No
Verified in SF OpenData as having a start date of 10/1/1968.
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
X
Yes
No
NOTES:
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: August 22, 2016

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program
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Parallax Press is seeking a DIGITAL MARKETING DIRECTOR.
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Green Apple Named PW Bookstore of the Year
By Judith Rosen | Mar 28, 2014
Like 3.7K

Share

Tweet

Comments

Green Apple Books in San Francisco is this year’s PW
Bookstore of the Year. That it was nominated by Bay
Area colleague Sheryl Cotleur, frontlist buyer at
Copperfield’s Books in Sebastopol, Calif., should come
as no surprise to those familiar with the 47-year-old
labyrinthine bookstore, which has earned a name for
itself for community involvement: for founding the San
Francisco Locally Owned Merchants Association,
participating on the boards of the Northern California
Independent Booksellers Association and the Clement
Street Merchants Association, and advising Litquake
and the San Francisco Library’s One City One Book
program. In addition, Green Apple is the driving force
behind this year’s 93-store strong inaugural California Bookstore Day, which is loosely based on
Record Store Day and could serve as a prototype for a national bookstore celebration.

MORE FROM PW

Best Summer Books

Over the years Green Apple, which carries both new and used books, has grown from 750 sq. ft. to
more than ten times that size. When founder Peter Savoy put the store up for sale, three long-time
employees—Kevin Hunsanger, Kevin Ryan, and Pete Mulvihill—began a gradual buyout. The three
have created fun and quirky promotions like a midnight release party for IQ84 with free tacos and a
can of Sapporo, and it has experimented with a set of YouTube videos/commercials, including one
on hiring a new bookseller. (Hint: it’s not just about reading.) It also has fostered some unusual
partnerships by placing bookcases of used books in six indie cafes around the Bay Area, Cafe
Green Apple.
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• More in News -> Bookselling
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PW Daily 

Tip Sheet

Green Apple’s whimsical approach to the book business has
paid off with strong customer support. It has over 1,000
reviews on Yelp, most with four or five stars. Jaime L. asks,
“Have you had a bite of Green Apple Books? No? Well, take
one. Tastes like a local book store with some unparalleled
uniqueness and variety. Seriously. As good as it gets. Green
Apple books is yet another San Francisco landmark that
deserves exceptional recognition.” While JL complains with
tongue firmly in cheek, “It’s really not fair to lure innocent
passers-by into a seemingly innocuous establishment to
peruse the wares and then refuse to relinquish said passersby for several hours.”

10 Best Horror Books
You've Never Read

PW Picks: Books of the
Week

More Newsletters

For 2014, Teresa Rolfe Kravtin of Southern Territory
Associates has taken the PW Rep of the Year Award. In her
nomination, children’s book author and illustrator Elizabeth O. Dulemba praised Kravtin for going
above and beyond. “She really proved her chops on The Twelve Days of Christmas in Georgia.

X

Top 10 Murakami
Novels
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She actually took it upon herself to help the author [Susan Rosson Spain] and I (illustrator) set up
book signings all over our fair state two years in a row. I’ve never heard of a rep doing that. I wish
Teresa could rep me for all of my books.”
This is not the first time that Kravtin has been singled our as a sales representative. When she was
a Southeastern sales rep for Penguin USA, she was named a Regional Rep of the Year for
Penguin and a Sales Representative of the Year for the Southeast Booksellers Association. Kravtin
speaks her mind on her blog, A Rep Reading. She covers American Wholesale Book Company and
Books-A-Million for the group; her territory includes Georgia, the Florida Panhandle, and
Chattanooga.
Look for in-depth interviews with the 2014 award-winners in the April 28 pre-BEA issue of
Publishers Weekly magazine.

X
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Bookstore Finds Novel Ways to Succeed as
an Independent
By Shira Ovide
Updated Jan. 9, 2013 9:42 p.m. ET
Pete Mulvihill's David and Goliath tale is the stuff of fiction.
Mr. Mulvihill is a co-owner of Green Apple Books, an independent bookstore known for its
business savvy and staying power in a shrinking industry. After more than four decades, Green
Apple has become a fixture in San Francisco's Richmond neighborhood, with its familiar green
awnings and battered wood floors that creak with every step.
Now 41 years old, Mr. Mulvihill moved to San Francisco after he graduated from college in
1993. He started working on a temporary basis at Green Apple when "my savings ran out and I
needed a job," he says.

Green Apple Books co-owner Peter Mulvihill, in his store in San Francisco. ANNIE TRITT FOR THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL

Mr. Mulvihill moved through a succession of roles at Green Apple before becoming a manager.
Then, more than a decade ago, Mr. Mulvihill and two other Green Apple employees agreed to
buy out Richard Savoy, Green Apple's founder. Mr. Mulvihill, who declined to disclose the sale
price, says he and fellow owners Kevin Hunsanger and Kevin Ryan took 10 years to pay off Mr.
Savoy.
"I just loved books and the people who loved books," Mr. Mulvihill says, explaining why he was
interested in book selling. "The challenge is adapting a business for changing times."
To reflect shifting reading habits and business in the Internet age, Green Apple has a Facebook
page, a Tumblr blog, a book-of-the-month club and offers an option to buy electronic books. Mr.
Mulvihill says he closely watches costs, including credit-card processing fees, and gets ideas
from other bookstores he visits.
While Green Apple has outlasted many competitors, including the now-liquidated Borders chain,
Mr. Mulvihill says Amazon.com Inc. is a formidable threat. Mr. Mulvihill says Green Apple is
profitable and thriving, though he acknowledges most independent bookstores are lucky to
squeeze five cents in profit out of every $1 in sales.
Mr. Mulvihill recently discussed the joys and hurdles of running an independent bookstore,
book-selling giants such as Amazon and his addiction to cookbooks. Edited excerpts:
WSJ: What prepared you to run a bookstore?
Mr. Mulvihill: I'm an unlikely small-business owner. From the age of 14 to 21, every summer I
scooped ice cream at a coastal town in Delaware. When we were negotiating to buy Green
Apple, someone said, 'Really, you're going to run a bookstore of 25 employees, when your only
other job was scooping ice cream?' All three of us learned on the job.
WSJ: How do you compete against Amazon, Apple, Wal-Mart and other big companies that sell
books or e-books?
Mr. Mulvihill: There have been a never-ending series of things that should have run us out of
business. First we had a Crown Books down the street, and then the rise of the mega
bookstores. We should have been gone a long time ago, [but] this year was better than last.
We're not just treading water, we're doing better.
WSJ: Is Amazon your biggest threat now?
Mr. Mulvihill: They're definitely our biggest competitor. The only good news is California is
finally making them [Amazon] collect sales tax.
One main advantage we have now is instant gratification. If someone is on their way to a kid's
birthday party and forgot to buy a gift, they can come into our store. But when Amazon can
deliver in a couple of hours, they eliminate that advantage.
[Amazon didn't respond to a request for comment for this article. The online retailer has a
service in several cities—though not in San Francisco—to deliver orders the same day they are

placed. Last summer, Amazon's chief financial officer said the company didn't see a way to do
same-day delivery "on a broad scale economically."]
WSJ: How has Green Apple changed to stay competitive?
Mr. Mulvihill: Mostly in small and incremental ways. We renegotiate credit-card processing fees
every year. That alone can profit us $5,000 to $6,000 a year.
Some of it is watching the balance of products that we sell. We have catchphrases, including,
"Sell more of what's selling." We used to have three [book]cases of kids' books and now we
have 25. After 9/11, when travel plummeted, we shrunk the selection devoted to travel books,
and now travel is booming again.
WSJ: What do you think of the trend toward e-books?
Mr. Mulvihill: I think the digital adoption is slowing a bit. I know a lot of people who get a device
as a gift find it's not for them and then they come back to physical books. "50 Shades of Gray" is
a great example. [Author E.L. James] wrote it as fan fiction as an e-book, and then Random
House bought the print rights and we thought we'd get a few copies, and then it just flew off the
shelves. And now we have used copies that feed the next year's worth of sales. People just
wanted to read it, and they went to their neighborhood bookstores to buy it.
WSJ: What advice do you have for people who want to support bookstores like yours?
Mr. Mulvihill: If everyone paid cash, you make another 2% for that bookstore. Bring us a friend
or a new customer once a year. We don't want people to shop here out of moral obligation or
guilt. We want to provide serendipity, literary events.
WSJ: What are your personal book-browsing and buying habits?
Mr. Mulvihill: If I'm in a new town, I want to see the bookstore, because I feel it tells me
something about the place. We did a house exchange with a family in southern Sweden, and I
loved going to the bookstore there and seeing what was on display, and what books make it into
translations from English.
The only kind of books I have too many of are cookbooks. I have 100 or something like that.
The rule in my house is my wife makes me get rid of a cookbook whenever I buy a new one.
Write to Shira Ovide at shira.ovide@wsj.com
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36 Hours in San Francisco
36 Hours
By BONNIE TSUI

OCT. 28, 2015

Don’t blink or you’ll miss the next “new” San Francisco. This is a city that’s
reinventing itself with every refresh of your Twitter feed, with cranes rising all over
downtown and an army of young tech workers pouring into neighborhoods across
the city. In the ’60s, San Francisco was synonymous with the hippie counterculture;
in the ’90s, it was the dot-com boom (and eventual bust, in the early 2000s); more
recently, it was the ripening of the Bay Area food movement. Now it’s home to such
new-establishment icons of the digital economy as Airbnb, Uber and, yes, Twitter.
But don’t be fooled by the shiny patina: San Francisco is more than just the physical
headquarters of our virtual world. There are some things that haven’t changed, and
by themselves, are reason enough to revisit: the mind-boggling views along that
glorious waterfront; the Mission’s still-feisty, freaky, welcome-all-comers character;
the meandering natural pleasures of Golden Gate Park. Even when classic San
Francisco rubs up against new San Francisco, the friction, though at times
contentious (Google bus protests, the anti-eviction fight), is also where the
community-conscious activist roots of this city are as vital and visible as ever.

Friday
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Make time for a stroll along the Embarcadero, San Francisco’s quintessential
bayside pedestrian promenade. Your starting point is just south of the Bay Bridge, at
Red’s Java House on Pier 30. A no-frills waterfront dive the San Francisco Chronicle
once called “the Chartres Cathedral of cheap eats,” Red’s has been around in some
form or another since 1912, when longshoremen came for the cheeseburger-and-beer
breakfast special. Nowadays, it’s a favorite stop for Giants fans on their way to a
ballgame at AT&T Park, home to the 2010, 2012 and 2014 World Series champs.
Join the cheerfully egalitarian crowd for a sourdough cheeseburger ($5.52) and a
beer on the outdoor patio — it has a view that goes for miles.
2.ToMarket|5:
30p.
m.
It’s hard to believe that it’s been 12 years since the century-plus-old Ferry
Building reopened as a grand marketplace and European-style food hall, after
decades of blight and decay in the shadow of the former Embarcadero Freeway
(which was taken down after the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake). Though the Ferry
Building has come to represent all the modern trends in the Bay Area food world, it
hews to tradition with a thrice-weekly outdoor farmers’ market, plus indoor food
stalls in former ferry berths; the butcher, the baker and the cheesemonger are all on
hand to talk to you. Just browsing is a pleasure: It’s all eye candy, from the ceramics
to the chocolate. And whatever your age, watching the ferries come and go never gets
old.
3.TwoPi
ers|7p.
m.
Charles Phan, of Slanted Door fame, has shifted gears with Hard Water, a tiny,
New Orleans-inflected whiskey bar and restaurant that opened in 2013 on Pier 3.
The kitchen turns out a mean fried chicken — the better to soak up the powerful
cocktails. Whiskey flights start at $22, and are a gentle intro to a deep list. For a
heartier meal, head two piers over to Michael Chiarello’s Spanish-meets-California
Coqueta, where the extraordinary paella — bomba rice with clams, shrimp, chorizo
and broccolini in fragrant broth made from shellfish and jamón serrano, $45 — is
enough to feed three.
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A bar in the Mission is an appropriate place to end the night. At the divey,
atmospheric Royal Cuckoo, great cocktails are the rule — try the Carnival Mule, with
cachaç
a, ginger beer, Domaine de Canton, tangerine and lime — as is live music
Wednesday through Sunday nights showcasing the house’s old-fashioned Hammond
organ. Outdoor drinking is an option at Zeitgeist, a punk-spirited biergarten and
neighborhood institution; its native population is heavy on the bikers and bike
messengers. Don’t take selfies, or management might boot you out — service is gruff,
and proud of it.

Saturday
5.BreakBread |1
0a.
m.
Along 24th Street in the Mission, Mexican bakeries are still where mornings
begin. For just a dollar or two, pick up sugar-dusted pan dulce or custard-filled
pastries with your coffee at La Mejor Bakery or Panaderia La Mexicana, and watch
the neighborhood wake up. Then head south for a climb up over windswept Bernal
Hill to the sprawling Alemany Farmers’ Market, said to be the oldest in the state of
California, improbably situated near where Interstate 280 crosses Highway 101. The
weekly market still offers the best cornucopia in the city: The greens alone regularly
range from Chinese long beans, pea shoots and bok choy to dandelion, kale and
mustard greens (about $5 for three bunches). Can’t fix what ain’t broke.
6.Pi
cni
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hePark|1
2p.
m.
Bring your provisions for a picnic at the newly spiffed-up Dolores Park, where
an $8 million renovation made over the northern half of the park with new tennis
courts; six acres of fresh, grassy splendor; and expanded restrooms (this last is
critical to a comfortable afternoon). The other half of the park will get similar
treatment in the coming year. What hasn’t changed: the diverse crush of humanity,
and the excellent vistas of the San Francisco skyline.
7.ThePeopl
e’
sArt|1
:
30p.
m.
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Take stock of the Mission’s murals with Precita Eyes, a neighborhood arts
organization that has been sponsoring local and international mural projects and
offering classes for nearly four decades. Docents lead weekly mural walks ($20, with
discounts for students and seniors) through alleys and streets dense with color, and
add stories and context to ever-shifting images that comment on everything from
human rights to Hurricane Katrina.
8.TwoW ayst
oTast
e|7p.
m.
Put yourself in the expert hands of some of the Mission’s best neighborhood
chefs. At Ichi Sushi & Ni Bar’s airy new space, request a seat at the bar for omakase,
or chef’s choice, and be entertained by the jewel-toned march of seafood across your
plate — perhaps wild salmon, sweet shrimp heads and lightly seared saba (about $65
for 12 pieces). Or try the three-course menu and wine pairing at Heirloom Cafe
($65), an elegant neighborhood spot that might smartly present a bavette steak and
maitake mushrooms with a malbec. At both establishments, fresh, simple dishes and
friendly service are standouts, and the price is right.
9.Onef
or t
heTeam |9p.
m.
Bring friends for a game or two at the Mission Bowling Club, the city’s first new
bowling alley in 40 years when it opened in 2012. The owners, Sommer Peterson and
Molly Bradshaw, wanted to conjure the intimate, friendly neighborhood alley of their
youth — but with really good food (and sans fluorescent lighting). They’ve
succeeded. Two of the six lanes are held for drop-ins most nights, but you’ll probably
want to make a reservation (reservations can be made a week ahead, $35 to $55 per
lane per hour).

Sunday
1
0.BookwormsW el
come|1
0a.
m.
First there was Green Apple Books: Opened in 1967, it’s a literary institution.
Now there’s Green Apple Books on the Park, perfectly situated for a morning browse
along the Inner Sunset’s Ninth Avenue, just south of Golden Gate Park. Don’t be
fooled by the narrow storefront — the shop reaches far into the interior space, and is
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big enough to be anchored by a dedicated children’s area. Like its sister store, it also
hosts events featuring an impressive lineup of writers, including such recent guests
as Karl Ove Knausgaard, Maggie Nelson, Aleksandar Hemon and Molly Antopol.
Afterward, stroll down the street and into Urban Bazaar to browse fair-trade and
quirky, locally made gifts — belts made from old bike tires, screen-printed owl tea
towels — and admire the boutique’s charming little air plant and succulent nursery.
1
1
.SeasonalTast
es|1
1
:
30a.
m.
For a leisurely brunch, head to the sun-warmed back patio of Nopalito, a branch
of Divisadero’s beloved Nopa, for brightly flavored, vibrant Mexican: squashblossom quesadilla, pork-shoulder pozole, and peach, avocado and lettuce salad with
pumpkin seeds and cotija cheese (brunch for two about $45). Or for on-the-go
noshing, stop at the worker-owned-and--run Arizmendi Bakery for the excellent
daily pizza: always vegetarian, always changing, always available by the slice ($2.50,
and it comes with a little bonus sliver) or pie.
1
2.I
nResi
dence|1p.
m.
Every month, the de Young Museum in Golden Gate Park invites a new artistin-residence to install art and work with the public during set hours at the museum’s
Kimball Education Gallery (free, 1 to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Sunday, plus Friday
evenings until 8:45 p.m.). Recent artists have included Shawn Feeney, an artist and
musician whose “Musical Anatomy” series featured an inventive tuning-fork helmet
that visitors could wear — while he was playing it. In October, the San Francisco
artist Carlo Abruzzese transformed census data into meticulous architectural
paintings.

Lodging
Stay at the playful, tech-savvy Hot
elZet
t
a(55 Fifth Street; hotelzetta.com;
from $163.20), well situated downtown in SoMa and near the Powell Street BART
station; it’s Viceroy Hotels’ first San Francisco property and home to the Cavalier, a
modern British-style gastro pub by the local restaurateur-chef team Anna Weinberg
and Jennifer Puccio.
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Or try the Buchanan (
1800 Sutter Street;thebuchananhotel.
com;from $140)
,
the latest revamp from Kimpton Hotels,with 131 minimalist,Japaneseinfluenced
rooms close to Pacific Heights and Japantown.
Correction: November 8,2015
The 36Hours column last Sunday,about San Francisco,described incorrectly the state
of the Embarcadero Freeway after the 1989Lomo Prieta earthquake.It was damaged
and later torn down;it did not collapse from the earthquake.
A version of this article appears in print on November 1, 2015, on page TR5 of the New York edition with
the headline: 36 Hours in San Francisco.

© 2016 The New York Times Company
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Le Video survives thanks to partnership with Green Apple
Books
SF Gate
By Joe Garofoli
Updated 2:48 pm, Tuesday, April 15, 2014

A month ago Le Video, the 34-year-old Sunset District institution with 100,000 titles,
was preparing to close, joining nearly every other San Francisco video store in the
death-by-digital graveyard.
But it has a new lease on life in its current Ninth Avenue location, The Chronicle has
learned, thanks to a partnership with Green Apple Books - another longtime San
Francisco business that has survived in an industry disrupted by technology.
On Aug. 1, Green Apple will open on the lower floor of the building owned by Le Video.
The video store will move upstairs, into a space roughly a quarter the size of its longtime
location.
For Le Video, the deal is a lifeline. But it's an expansion for Green Apple, which, like
many local bookstores, has managed to weather the digital storm by tapping into the
tastes and sensibilities of a sophisticated city that prizes locally owned businesses.
Compared with video stores, the independent booksellers that survived the rise and fall
of the big box bookstores have done a better job leveraging consumers' visceral
connection to their product and weaving themselves into their local communities.
That's one reason that while video stores are nearly extinct in San Francisco, there are
nearly three dozen independent booksellers and no national chain bookstores.
"The narrative that all bookstores are not doing well is not true," said Pete Mulvihill, one
of Green Apple's three co-owners. Last month, the industry trade Publishers Weekly
named the 47-year-old Richmond District bookseller Bookstore of the Year.

Loving books
Even as e-book usage grows, most "e-readers are first and foremost readers - and most
love books as physical objects, whether it be reading to children or sharing them with
others," said Kathryn Zickuhr, a research associate with the Pew Research Center who
has studied hardcover and e-book usage.
While more than half of Americans have a handheld device for reading e-content, print
readership remains stable, according to a January Pew study. Among adults who read at
least one book in the past year, just 5 percent said they read only an e-book.
And sales at Bay Area bookstores have actually increased. Hardcover book sales at San
Francisco's independent bookstores increased by 8 percent in 2013 after an identical
bump the year before, said Hut Landon, executive director of the Northern California
Independent Booksellers Association.
But the same isn't true in the video world. Netflix and Hulu are dominant, and more TVs
now come equipped with built-in online streaming capabilities to pipe their content into
living rooms. Plus, additional content is available through devices like Apple TV or
Roku. Hundreds of Blockbuster stores have closed over the past year.
Making matters worse, consumers haven't expressed nostalgia for VHS, DVD or even
Blu-ray the way they do for books.
Fortunately for video fans in San Francisco, a marriage of cultural brothers will help
both stores.
Despite moving to a smaller space, Le Video founder Catherine Tchen said her shop
doesn't plan to dump any of its inventory, which includes roughly 20,000 titles that
have yet to be digitized.
"Never, no," she said, "but it will be a challenge."
Le Video won't just benefit from Green Apple's rent payments - it could get customers
too, as the shops will be connected.

Le Video averages about 120 customers on weekdays, while Green Apple draws 500 a
day at its Richmond District flagship store. Its new space on Ninth Avenue will be about
2,400 square feet, or about one-third the size of its main location.
For 4 1/2 years, Tchen has poured more than $1 million of her own money into Le Video
to keep it afloat as its finances remained in the red.
But in March, when she almost didn't make payroll for the third time, she posted a note
on Facebook that unless something happened, she would close the store by May.
"I have not taken a salary in 14 years," Tchen said from her home just outside of
Portland, Ore., where she moved 14 years ago to have more space for her many cats and
other animals. But since then, she had spent what was intended to be her retirement on
keeping the store afloat "and I needed to be able to meet my mortgage, my health
benefits."
An Indiegogo campaign for Le Video hit its $35,000 goal, thanks to a recent $10,000
donation from Daniel Handler, the author of the "Lemony Snicket" books. But that was
a stopgap and the business needed more revenue. She anticipates that she will need to
raise an additional $30,000 to $60,000 simply to prep the new space and make the
move.
The new model for independent booksellers in San Francisco is simple: a 2,000- to
5,000-square-foot store in a neighborhood that gets a lot of foot traffic, said Landon.
"And it can't work in a shopping mall," he said.
Landon, who is also executive director of the San Francisco Locally Owned Merchants
Alliance, anticipates the new Ninth Avenue location has the foot traffic to sustain both
shops.

Shopping local
Over the past few years, Bay Area booksellers have led "shop local" campaigns that have
brought more attention to local businesses, said Landon. Green Apple has done unique
partnerships, like one with the dating site OkCupid, which used the bookstore as a
meeting spot for events a couple of times over the past few months.
As they've survived the last recession, they've come to rely on an economic camaraderie.
On May 3, for the first time, all independent bookstores in Northern California will host
a day full of promotions and special events and sale items.
"The reason we can do that," Landon said, "is because we can."

Photo: Sam Wolson, Special To The Chronicle
Maya Falkenberg looks around for a film to rent on the second floor of Le Video in San Francisco's
Sunset District.

Photo: Lea Suzuki, The Chronicle
Kevin Hunsanger (left), Pete Mulvihill and Kevin Ryan, co-owners of the Green Apple Books store.

Photo: Sam Wolson, Special To The Chronicle
Robert A. Martin rents a Hitchcock film at LeVideo in San Francisco on April 12th 2014. Martin was an
extra in Hitchcock's last film Family Plot.

Photo: Sam Wolson, Special To The Chronicle
Charlie Chaplin's face on the wall at LeVideo in San Francisco on April 12th 2014.

Photo: Sam Wolson, Special To The Chronicle
One major appeal of Le Video in San Francisco is that the 34-year-old store has 100,000 titles, letting
video aficionados come across such unusual items as this Betty Boop collection. Most of the city's video
stores have already gone out of business.

Photo: Sam Wolson, Special To The Chronicle
John Chester looks at some of the used films for sale at Le Video in San Francisco.

Joe Garofoli is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. E-mail: jgarofoli@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @joegarofoli

A Conversation With Pete Mulvilhill Of Green
Apple Books
Hoodline
Sun. March 27, 2016, 9:40am

Pete Mulvihill. (Photos: Stephen Jackson/Hoodline)
Back in 1967, a man named Rich Savoy had just finished a stint in the Army and a short tenure
as a radio technician for United Airlines. But what he really wanted to do was open a used book
and magazine store—a dream he realized when he founded Green Apple Books on Clement
Street. Over the years, the store has expanded as surrounding units became available, and today it
proudly stands as a massive destination for SF bookworms.
Savoy is no longer a part of the business, having sold it off to three employees, Kevin Ryan,
Kevin Hunsanger, and Pete Mulvilhill, over a ten-year period. It's a process admired by many in
the small business community as a paragon of how to keep a historic shop running.

We caught up with Mulvilhill in a tiny upstairs corner of the store to chat a bit about "succession
planning," the importance of a good bookstore, and what it means to advocate for the survival of
independent merchants in San Francisco.

Where are you from, and how did you get here?
I am from Bethesda, Maryland—D.C. suburbs. I moved here right after college because I didn't
want to live in D.C., but I wanted to be in a city with good culture and nature.
Tell us about some of the events that led to you working here.
I moved here right after college. I was hoping to be in journalism, but I was under-qualified. It
was 1993, a rough patch for the economy, so I took temp jobs. Eventually, a temp agency placed
me here in this very nook where we are now. When I started, 22 years ago, this used to be the
bookkeeper's office.
The store had just had its 25th anniversary, and they'd had a bunch of events to celebrate it, and
the bookkeeper was kind of running that. So he was behind in his bookkeeping, and I was just
doing office-y things for a couple weeks. Then he liked me, thought I was doing well, and
recommended me to the owner, Rich Savoy.
So then I worked in the receiving room for six months. Things developed and I got promoted,
then eventually, me and two other guys bought the store from the original owner.

Tell us about the process of transferring the ownership of the business. It sounds like a
good example of how legacy businesses can work in San Francisco.
Yeah, and actually we've given quite a few talks about this. It's called "succession planning,"
when a business owner is getting older and wants to sell the business or move on. Bookstores, in
particular, are very investment-heavy.
It takes a lot of cash to open a bookstore and just get the inventory—for example, 100,000 books.
Especially new books, if you think of them as $10 or $12 each at cost, you're talking about a
million dollars worth of inventory. Most people who have a million dollars would get a better
return on it doing almost anything else. A lot of stores don't successfully sell because it's very
expensive, and obviously the fixtures and the brand name are worth something.
The owner knew that he couldn't just sell the store and get a couple million dollars for it, which
is what it was worth. He also owns the building, and he wanted to make sure whoever bought the
store from him would keep it going for a long, long time.

So he assembled a team of three booksellers who worked for him—myself and two other guys—
and worked with us for a couple years while we negotiated the price, learned more from him,
worked out legal agreements and those kinds of things. Then we had a 10-year buyout. Every
year, we would give him a chunk of money, and buy more shares of the store.
He had more or less stopped working a year or two into that, so he got 10 years' worth of solid
income and he got a tenant that pays him a good rent. So for him, it was a win-win. We also had
benchmarks, so if we failed or screwed up somehow, he'd be able to reclaim the store.
And when did this occur?
Let's see, the 10-year buyout officially ended around 2008, so it started officially around 1998.
But it started unofficially a year or two before then. He's still our landlord, so we send him a
check once a month, but he's not otherwise involved in any way.

What sets Green Apple apart from other bookstores? Why is it so special?
Really, the reason we are still here and still thriving is because customers have chosen to make
that so. Literally every time someone spends money on Amazon, versus Green Apple, they are
voting on what they want their city or their future to look like. It's the same thing with hardware
stores, or children's clothing or shoe stores. When you shop on Amazon, you are voting that you
don't want shoe stores in your neighborhood, you don't want hardware stores in your
neighborhood, you don't want bookstores in your neighborhood.
If you don't spend your money there, they're not going to be there. So far, we're still here because
roughly 400 people a day come through and buy something. Ultimately, the only reason we're
still here, even with all the smarts, or experience, or energy, or enthusiasm—whatever it is that
we've done right—the only reason we're still here is because people have decided that we're
worth it. Even though books might cost a little more here than they will on Amazon, people still
think that it's worth it.

What do you think makes that difference to people?
I think it also has to do with the fact that people can browse, instead of searching the way they do
on Amazon. They can discover things they wouldn't otherwise discover on Amazon. I also think
there's beauty in the store, both in the physical books and in the shelves and the worn floors.
There's a sense of community, especially in our 9th Avenue store [in the Inner Sunset] that's
doing all these events with a great literary community.
I also feel that people are getting that 'shop local' message, that if they don't shop at these local,
independent stores, they'll go away. And they don't want them to go away. They don't want a city
where Amazon just delivers whatever they need and they never get to leave the house. There's
this concept of a "third place." There's home, then there's work, but there's gotta be a third place
in the world. For some people it's the bar, for some people it's the gym or a yoga studio, and for
some people, it's the bookstore.
Finally, all the people who work here contribute. There's 28 people who work here, and they all
write these little shelf-talkers and they all help decide which books we carry. There's a guy who
knows everything about LPs, so he has a killer LP selection. There's another person who knows
magazines, so we have 700 magazines. All these people add up through their efforts and energies
to create the store, and it really reflects back on the community, because we only buy what we
think we can sell. Really, it's kind of a mirror to the customers, in a certain way.

Employee "E.H." assesses the resale value of a parcel of used books.
What's in store for the future?
Well, we opened the 9th Avenue store almost two years ago, August 2014. I highly doubt we'll
open another bookstore, but that store's doing great.
It's our 49th anniversary, so we're kind of scheming something up. Normally, you'd wait 'til the
50th, but it's San Francisco and there's the seven by seven = 49 thing, then the 1849 thing. So we
think the 49th anniversary is notable in and of itself. We'll be doing a fun thing in early April,
and we're planning more of an anniversary celebration in the fall. We are just now talking about
what we're going to do. Then for the 50th, we'll do everything we can to just make it an epic
party.
Finally, we have this little annex store that we had been using for calendars, but since calendars
went away, we've been having this clearance sale over there. However, on April 1st, 3 Fish
Studios is going to open a pop-up shop in that space for five or six months, through the summer.
We're really excited to do that and partner with another independent business. We've never
done anything like that before, but we're just continuously trying to adapt and build bridges.
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Green Apple Books
San Francisco,California

$
Crammed with all manner of titles,indie-to-the-core Green
Apple reminds you what bookstores used to be. Buy,sell,or
trade your books,music,and DVDs here.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Green Apple Books on the
Park
San Francisco,California

$
After 48 years on Clement Street,indie retailer Green Apple
Books has released its sequel. Green Apple Books on the
Park opened in San Francisco’
s Inner Sunset in 2014 with
more space for readings,lit events,and an endless carousel
of carefully selected titles. The owner of longtime movie
rental shopLe Video needed a business buddy to share the
space and rent with,or else face getting priced out. Two
local businesses are now making it work together in the
space. The new space still has the Green Apple vibe--a
curated selection of new and used books and the familiar
offbeat aesthetic--but it’
s less crammed and creaky,with
more of a bright showroom feeling,with local crafts on
display.
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Legacy Business Registry
September 21, 2016 Hearing

Filing Date:
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2016-010958LBR; 2016-010959LBR; 2016-010963LBR;
2016-010965LBR; 2016-010966LBR

August 22, 2016
2016-010963LBR
Green Apple Books
506 Clement Street
NCD (Inner Clement Street Neighborhood Commercial)/
40-X Height and Bulk District
1427/014
Pete Mulvihill, Co-Owner, CEO
506 Clement Street
San Francisco, CA 94118
Supervisor Eric Mar, District 1
Desiree Smith - (415) 575-9093
desiree.smith@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Green Apple Books is a 49-year-old independent bookstore and literary destination in the Richmond
District. Located on Clement Street between 6th and 7th Avenues in a two-story commercial building, the
business offers a large selection of new and used books, magazines, and music, and is considered a
regional leader among bookstores. An anchor of the commercial corridor that has formed along Clement
Street in the Richmond, Green Apple Books is also known for its note-worthy business practices. Its
workers are unionized and it provides an example of successful succession planning, as three of its longtime employees have taken ownership of the business in recent years.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
1.

When was business founded?
1967

2.

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, Green Apple Books qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all
of the eligibility Criteria:
i.

Green Apple Books has operated for 49 years.

ii.

Green Apple Books has contributed to the Richmond community’s history and
identity by serving as a long-standing neighborhood bookstore and literary
destination for San Franciscans and visitors.

iii.

Green Apple Books is committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions
that define its tradition of bookselling.
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3.

2016-010958LBR; 2016-010959LBR; 2016-010963LBR;
2016-010965LBR; 2016-010966LBR

Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
Yes. The business is associated with the tradition of bookselling.

4.

Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
No. Based on the information on file at the Planning Department, neither the business nor the
building is associated with significant events, persons, or architecture.

5.

Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
No. The property is considered a “Category B Property” that requires further review per the
Planning Department’s CEQA review procedures for historical resources.

6.

Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.

7.

Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. Hoodline, 3/27/2016, “A Conversation With Pete Mulvihill of Green Apple Books”; The New
York Times, 10/28/2015, San Francisco Chronicle, 3/6/2016, “Green Apple Books”; “36 Hours in San
Francisco,” by Bonnie Tsui; Sunset Magazine, 05/2015, “Travel Insider Tips: Green Apple Books”;
SF Gate, 4/15/2014, “Le Video survives thanks to partnership with Green Apple Books,” by Joe
Garofoli; Publishers Weekly, 3/28/2014, “Green Apple Named PW Bookstore of the Year,” by Judith
Rosen; 09/2014, “Sustaining San Francisco’s Living History: Strategies for Conserving Cultural
Heritage Assets,” by San Francisco Heritage; The Wall Street Journal, 1/9/2013, “Bookstore Finds
Novel Ways to Succeed as an Independent,” by Shira Ovide.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
• 506 Clement Street (primary location)
• 1231 9th Avenue (second location, opened 2014)
Recommended by Applicant
• Wooden bookcases, nooks and alcoves, shelf-talkers, mask collection, original gas light fixtures,
and handmade signs in the interior of 506 Clement Street
• Vibrant selection of new and used books
Additional Recommended by Staff
•
“Green Apple Books” neon sign (installed in 1983) located on primary façade of 506 Clement
Street
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Historic Preservation Commission
Resolution No. 788
HEARING DATE SEPTEMBER 21, 2016

1650 Mission St.
Suite 4~0
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:
415.558.6378
Fes:
415.558.6409

Filing Date:

August 22, 2016

Case No.:
Business Name:

2016-010963LBR
Green Apple Books

Business Address:
Zoning:

506 Clement Street
NCD (Inner Clement Street Neighborhood Commercial)/
40-X Height and Bulk District

Block/Lot:
Applicant:

1427/014
Pete Mulvihill, Co-Owner, CEO
506 Clement Street
San Francisco, CA 94118

Nominated By:
Reviewed By:

Supervisor Eric Mar, District 1
Tim Frye — (415)575-6822

Planning
In#ormatian:
415.558.fi377

tim.frye @sfgov.arg
ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR GREEN APPLE BOOKS,
CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 506 CLEMENT STREET(BLOCK/LOT 1427/014).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS,the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Richmond neighborhood's history and identity;
and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that
define the business; and

~ti~v.srplanninc~.org

CASE NO. 2016-010963LBR
Green Apple Books

Resolution fVo. 788
September 21, 2016

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on September 21, 2016, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
Green Apple Books qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section
2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated in the same location for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute
to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Green Apple Books.
Location (if applicable)
• 506 Clement Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• Wooden bookcases, nooks anc~ alcoves, shelf-talkers, mask collection, original gas light fixtures, and
handmade signs in the interior of506 Clement Street
• Vibrant selection of nezv and used books
• "Green Apple Books" neon sign (installed in 1983)located on primaryfacade of506 Clement Street

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission's findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case. file. 20160109b3LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED
on September 21, 2016.

the Historic Preservation Commission

Jonas P.Ionin
Commission Secre#ary
AYES:

Hyland,Johnck, Johns, Pearlman, Matsuda, Wolfram

NOES:

None

ABSENT:

Hasz

ADOPTED:

September 21, 2016

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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